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1. Let ./( z) = a 0 + a1z + ...... + anz" + . . . .. . be an analytic element 
convergent in the circle of convergence with the radius unity. If the 
function defined by /(z) has a pole at z= 1, from the interior (in an 
angle) of the circle of convergence we have 

limJ(z) = oo 
t:-i-1 ' 

while the partial sums 

S,.(z) = ao + a1Z + ...... + ar;Zn 

may take several values. We give at first an example that the pole 
z = 1 becomes a root of some number o.f the partial sums. 

An example is given by the analytic element of the function 

We may write about the origin 

/(z) = I + Z + Z' + ...... + z' + ..... . 
+2{1 -22+ 3e2

- •••••• +( - it(n+ i)z"± ...... } 

The point z= 1 is a pole of the function, while 

S2m+b) = 0 

In the example we notice that lim S,.( - 1) = oo which may be 
n➔oo 

proved genarally for meromorphic functions. 
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2. Let a, {1, r, ...... be the poles on the circle of convergence of the 
analytz"c element of a mcromor:Phzc jimctz'on f(z) wz'thzit the domaz1i of 
existence, then among these poles there is at least one, say a, such that 

lim S (a)= oo, 
n-;oo n 

To prove it we introduce the lemma : 
Put 

s,.(z)=1 +z+z2 + ...... +z", 

s~m-D(z)=i+ _!!.__z+ m(m+r) z1+ ...... 
I ! 2 ! 

+ m(m+1) ...... (m+n-1) ,. -~-~-~---~z, 
n! 

then for n great (m be1i1g fim"te) and z0 =1= 1, /z0/ = 1, we have 

s~m-1)( I)= J.,.nm } ( I) 
s;.m-1) (Zti)= µ,.nm-1 

where J.,., µ,. are fimte and do not tend to zero. 

For we have the identity 

s;,"')(z). (1 -z)=s~m-I)(z)- (m+i)(m+2) ...... (m+n) z"+I, 
n! 

Hence at z= 1, applying Stirling's formula we can prove the first 

Formula. For the second formula, differentiating m - 1 times the identity 

Sn+m-1(z)= I +z+z2+ ...... +z"+m-l 
=(1 -z"+"')(1 -z)-1, 

we have 
(m-i) ! s;."'- 1'(z)= (n+2) (n+ 3) ...... (n+m) 

X {-z"+1(1 -z)-1+ ...... } 
where the dotted part stands for the sum of m - 1 terms tending to zero 
for n--> oo provided z=f:= 1, /z/ = 1. Hence we have 

s~m-1) (zo) = µ,.1r-1 

where µ,, is finite and do not tends to zero. 

Now we may prove the first proposition. 
For simplicity suppose that the circle of convergence is the unit 

circle about the origin and there are only three poles a, {1, r on the circle 
of convergence, /a)= /{1/ =Ir/= 1. f (z) may be written as follows : 

f (,) = A, + A,-,) , + ...... + A, 
( I - : r (I--¾- p- I - : 
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+ -(-1 -~-q~;_r_ + (' :r r + ...... + _1_-_B=-1 (1-z_-

+ ~(I ___ c_r;------c-J-+ (,-~;~r + ..... + z 
1--

r 
+ <p (z) 

where A's, B's, C's are constant, Ap, B 9 , Cr being different from 
zero and p, q, r are constant positive integers, while 

<p (z) =k+l1 z+ ...... +z,,zn + ...... 
is a power-series convergent in the circle whose radius of convergence is 
greater than unity, so that its partial sums are limited for z= I. We 
may assume that p is not less than any of q, r. The partial sum Sn(z) 
of the analytic element of ./ (z) is given by 

S,.(z)=Avs~- 1
{ : ) +Ap-i s;r-2

)(--;-) + ...... +A1sn( ; ) 

+ Bqs~9- 1{ ; ) + Bq-t s~q-2)( t) + ...... + B1 sn( ; ) ( 2 ) 

+ C (r-1/ Z )-1- C (r-2)( Z ) + -LC ( Z ) rs,. \r r-1Sn r ...... 1 1Sn r/ 
+4i+l1 z+ ...... +lnz" 

By the lemma the orders of magnitude for n- oo of the terms standing 
in the first line for z=a are nv, nv- 1

, ...... , n respectively. Hence 
their sum is of order nv. The orders of terms standing in the second 

line for z=a are nq-1, ...... ,n° respectively, since a:::t={J but Ip l=1. 
Hence their sum is of order nq- 1

( <nv). In the same way for the third 
line its order is nr-1

( <nP), while /0 + l1 a+ ...... + l,. an is limited. 
Hence we have 

lim S (a)= oo. 
n-+co n 

This is clearly true when the number of poles on the circle of con
vergence of the series .f (z) is more or less than three. 

In the above proof the circle of convergence is supposed to be unit 
circle. If its centre be at z' with the radius of convergence p:::t= 1, then 
we have only to consider the analytic element of the meromorphic function 
./ (z' + pz). It has the unit circle as the circle of convergence. Thus our 
proposition is generally true. Q. E. D. 

We remark that if p=q=r, we have in the same way 
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3. Next we shall prove the following proposition : 
The expansion zizto Taylor's scrt'es o.f the mcromorphzc .fundt'on 

within the domaz1t o.f existence, cannot be converrrent on z'ts ci"rcle o.f 
converrrence. 

To• prove it we introduce the following lemma: 
Let A, B, C be any constants not all zero or any .fzmcti'ons o.f n 

tendiizg .for n---► oo to finite determinate lzinz'ts not all zero and a, {:J, r 
be three r/zfferent j:oz,zfs on the um't circle z: e., /a/=/P/=/r/=1, then 

Aan + Bf3n + Crn 

cannot converge to zero .for n-oo. 
For put 

Pn==Aan + B/3" + C7n. 

If A, B, C be constant, solving the equations 

Pn =Aa" + Bf3n + Cr" } 
Pn+l =Aa"+l + Bf3n+l + C7"+1 

Pn+2=Aa"+2+ B/3"+2+ C7n+2 

simulteneously with respect to A, B, C, we have 

f:Jr P,.-({:J+7)P,.+1+Pn+2 
a"(a-j1)(a-r) 

A= 

and the like expression for B, C. Since a=t={:J, a=t=r, /a/= 1, if P,, tend 
to zero, A should tend to zero for 11-Hx) ; the same with B and C. 
This is contradictory to the hypothesis. Thus in the sequence P,.(n=o, 
I, 2, ..•... ) there is a partial sequence whose numbers are in absolute 

value all greater than a positive number. 

When A, B, Care variable with 11, we may put 

A=A0 +a,., 
B=B0 +bm 
C=C0 +c,. 

where Ao, B0, C0 are the limits of A, B, C respectively for n-co which 
are not all zero and the functions an, bm cn tend to zero for n-=. 
Writing 

On=Aoa" + Bo{1" + Cor", 
R,.=a,.fJ.,. +b,./3" +c,.7,., 

we have 

P,.=Q,.+Rn.· 
Since /a/=//3/=/r/=1, R,. tends to zero for n-co. Therefore if Pn 
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tend to zero for n-H,o, Q,, should be so also. This is against the fore
going proof. Hence the lemma is completely proved. 

This lemma can clearly· be extended for any number of points on 
the unit circle. 

To prove our proposition, consider the expansion of the meromorphic 
function f(z) into Taylor's series about the origin within the domain of 
existence. Then we may prove that the series cannot be convergent for 
any point z0 on the circle of convergence. 

For if the series /(z0) be convergent, then we should have by Abel's 
theorem 

lim f ( z) = f ( z-o), fim~e and determinate. 
z➔zu 

On the other hand if z0 is a pole of the function f (z), we have for the 
series/' (z) 

lim /'(z) = co 
z ➔ ,:o 

These are contradictory. Therefore we have only to prove the case 
where Zo is any point on the circle of convergence different from the 
poles. 

Now suppose for simplicity that the circle of convergence is the unit 
circle on which there are only three poles a, /3, r of f (z) where Zo is 
different from them. 

Using the same notations as § 2 for the partial sum S,. (z) of the 
series f (z), we have the expression (2). Put 

~=/3' /1 - ' ~ =r'. 
r 

Then since a, {1, r, Zo are the points on the unit circle and different from 
one another, the points a', /3', r' are also on the unit circle and different 
from one another and different from 1. Now (2) may be written as 
follows: 

S,.(2o)=ApS~-1)(a') +Av-1S~-2'(a') + ...... +Ais,.(a') 
+ B,Aq-I)i/l') + Bq-1ir2'(/1') + ······ + B1s,.({1') 
+ Crst- 1'(r') + Cr-1st- 2'(r') + • • • · • • + Cisn(r') 
+lo+l12o+ ...... +l,:z'o 

where the last sum converges for n- co. 
If :P>q, :P>r, :P>1, then using the second relation of (1), by the 

same reasoning as § 2, it follows that 

lim Sn(2o)= oo. 
•>?oo 

If p = 1, there is only a pole a. Therefore we have 

S,,(zo) =A1s,.(a') +lo+li z0+ ...... +lnz~ 
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Since a' =l= 1, /a'/= I, Sn(Zo) is indeterminate for 'It-'>- co, so that the series 
./ (Zo) cannot be convergent. 

There remains the cases where p=q or p=q=r. The reasoning 
being quite the same, we shall prove the case P=q=r. 

In this case we may write 

where 

S,.(zo)-cp,.(zo) =s;;-1)(a') (Av +an) +s~!'-1\/31) (B1, +b,.) 
+s;r-n(r') (Cv+cn) 

B,,_1s;{'-2\fi1
) + ...... + B1sn({f) 

/;;,'-1\/3') 
Cv-1s;!'- 2\r') + ...... + CisnCr') 

S~['-l)(r') 

Therefore by the lemma of § 2, a,., bn, en may be made as small as we 
please provided n be made sufficiently great. They arc equal to zero if 
P=1. 

Now suppose that the sequence of numbers 
S,.(z0)-cp,.(2r,), n=o, 1, 2, .••••• 

converge to a finite determinate limit, then it is necessary that at least 

S,.(Zo) -cp,.( Zo)-{ Sn-1 (zo) -cpn-1( Zo)} 

tend to zero. By the relation 

(p-1)( )- <v-1)() + P(P+1) ...... (p+11-1) Zn, 
S,. Z =S,.-1 Z 

nl 
the above difference is equal to 

(a,. -a,._1 )lr-..-i:1)(a') + (bn -b11-1)s;t_11)(/31) + (c,. -cn-1)s;t_11)(r') 

+ p(p+i) ...... (p+n-i)_ {(An+a,.)a'"+(B,.+b,.)/3'" 
n! 

+(Cn+c,.)r'»} 

which by the assumption tends to zero for n- co. 

By the second formula of ( 1), s;:1_11)( a'), s;{'_-/)(/3'), s;['_11)(r') are all 

of order (n - i)v-1• By Stirling's formula p(p + 1 ) • • • • • .(p + n - I) 
n! 

is also of order (n- i).v-i Hence dividing the above expression by 
p(p+ 1) ...... (p+n-1) 

n! 
we have for the convergency of the sequence 

of numbers Sn(Zo)-cpn(Zo), the necessary consequence: 
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~i~ { (Av +a,,.)a'"' + (Bv +b ... 1/3'"' + ( Cv +c,.)r'n} =o. 
Considering Av+an, Bv+bn, Cv+cn as A, B, C respectively in 

the above lemma, they satisfy the conditions required in it, since Av, 
Bv, Cv are constants not zero and an, bm c,. tend to zero (or zero if jJ= 1) 
for n- co. Moreover by the definition of a', fl', r', they are three 
different points on the unit circle. Therefore by the lemma the limit 
written above can not be true. Consequently lims ... (~) is not finite and 

n➔ oo 

determinate. 
Our proof can clearly be applied for any number of poles on the 

circle of convergence, provided the circle lies within the domain of exist
ence of the meromorphic function. 

In the above demonstration the radius of convergence is supposed to 
be unity. If it be p+ I, then instead off (z) we have only to consider 
Taylor's expansion of the meromorphic function ./ (pz) whose radius of 
convence is unity. Moreover to treat Taylor's expansion of./ (z) about 
z=z', we have only to consider that of the meromorphic function .f(z' +z) 
about z=o. Hence our proposition is completely proved. 

As the necessary consequence, if an analytic element of a ./unctz''on 
converges at a Pozid on z'ts czrcle o./ convergence whz''ch zs wt"thz"n the 
domazit of existence o.f the ./unctz"on, then the ./unction zs not mcro
morjJhz"c. 

Combining with the result of § 2, the analytic element of a mero
morphic .function zs ez"ther z1t_fim'te or z11detcrmz11ate on z"fs circle o./ 
convergence wh/ch zs wi'thzit the domaz11 o./ existence. 

Hence z"_/ the analytic element of a meromorjJht"c ./unction be con
vergent at a pozid on z'ts cz''rcle 0.1 convergence, then there zs at least 
an essenti"al sz11gular jJoz11t o.f the .function on the arcle sz11ce the circle 
must touch the boundary of the domat1t of existence of the meromorjJhzc 
./unctz"on. 

As a special case, for rational .functions the last proposition is un
necessary to be taken into consideration. 


